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Abstract 
A function p(x) that assigns a nonnegative real number p(.x) to each bit string I is said to be 
rmlign if, for any algorithm, the worst-case computation time and the average-case computation 
time of the algorithm are functions of the same order when each bit string x is given to the 
algorithm as an input with the probability that is proportional to the value p(x). M. Li and 
P.M.B. ViGnyi found that functions that arc known as “universal distributions” are malign. 
We say that a function ,f‘(x) preserws mtlignrzrss of’ unicemnl tii.strihutions if ~‘(IL(x)) is ma- 
lign for any universal distribution /l(x). We show one necessary and sufficient condition for 
.f’(x) to preserve malignness of universal distributions under the assumption that ,f’(x) satisfies 
some additional conditions. As an application of this result. we show that ,f’(x) =x’ preserves 
malignness of universal distributions or does not according as t > I or 0 < t < I. 
1. Introduction 
The properties of worst-case computation time of algorithms have been extensively 
studied. At present, we know that several problems (for example, the decision problem 
of Presburger arithmetics) are intractable in the sense that the worst-case computation 
time of any algorithm solving them cannot be bounded by polynomials. For some other 
problems (NP-complete problems, for example), algorithms with worst-case computa- 
tion time that is bounded by polynomials are unlikely to exist although at present we are 
unable to prove it. Even for such difficult problems, there might exist algorithms whose 
average-case computation time is bounded by polynomials. This possibility makes the 
study of average-case computation time of algorithms quite important. 
Li and Vitinyi [2] showed that any probability distribution p(x) that is known as 
a “universal distribution” has the following interesting property concerning worst-case 
computation time and average case computation time of algorithms: for any algo- 
rithm A, if we give inputs x to A with the probability p(x), then the worst-case compu- 
tation time and the average case computation time of A are functions of the same order. 
(A more formally precise statement of the result will be given later). Miltersen [4] used 
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the word “malign” to denote the above-mentioned property of probability distributions. 
Using this terminology, Li and Vitinyi’s result says that universal distributions are 
malign distributions. 
If the input probability distribution for a problem is malign and moreover the prob- 
lem has no algorithm whose worst-case computation time is bounded by polynomials, 
then we have no hope to find an algorithm for the problem whose average-case compu- 
tation time is bounded by polynomials. At the same time, it is quite difficult for us to 
imagine an actual situation where the input to an algorithm is randomly generated with 
a universal probability distribution, the only known examples of malign distributions. 
Hence, although Li and Vitanyi’s discovery of malign distributions is theoretically 
quite interesting, its implication for real applications of algorithms is not clear. 
To understand the implication, we must understand what kind of distributions are in- 
cluded in the class of malign distributions. 
We started to study the structure of the class of malign distributions with [l], and 
in the paper we showed one example of malign distributions that are not universal. 
However, the example was not quite different from universal distributions because it 
was essentially the distribution ad for a universal distribution p(x). Then naturally 
arises the problem: are all the malign distributions of the form f@(x)) for some 
function f and a universal distribution p(x)? This problem may be more intuitively 
rephrased as: are there malign distributions that cannot be obtained by the modification 
of universal distributions? 
Before solving this problem, as a preparatory step we must solve the problem: for 
which functions f, f@(x)) remains to be malign for universal distributions p(x)? 
This problem is the theme of the present paper, and we show one necessary and 
sufficient condition for f@(x)) to be malign for any universal distribution p(x) under 
the assumption that the function _f satisfies some auxiliary conditions. In the following, 
we will give more formally precise statements of Li and Vitanyi’s result and ours. 
Let C, Cn, C* denote the set (0, I} of bits 0, 1, the set of all bit strings of length PZ, 
and the set of all bit strings, respectively. Let the letter A denote an algorithm that 
accepts elements of C* as inputs and halts for all inputs, and let p(x) be a function from 
C* to nonnegative real numbers. Let tT(n) denote the worst-case computation time of 
A for inputs of length n, and let tT’(‘) (n) denote the average-case computation time of 
A for inputs of length n under the assumption that an input x of length n is given to A 
with the probability p(x)/p(C”). We say that p(x) is malign if for any algorithm A there 
exists a positive constant c such that t,wO(n)<~ty’~@)(n) for any n. Li and Vitanyi’s 
result says that if p(x) is a universal distribution then p(x) is a malign function. 
Let f(?c) be a function from real numbers to real numbers. We say that f(x) pre- 
serves malignness of universal distributions if the function f (p(x)) is malign for any 
universal distribution p(x). 
The main result of this paper is a necessary and sufficient condition for a function 
f(x) to preserve malignness of universal distributions under the assumption that f(x) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
Al: f(0) = 0, f(x) > 0 for x > 0, and limX_s f(x) = 0. 
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A2: f(x) is increasing for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
A3: ,f(x)/x is monotone for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
A4: For any real parameter s > 0, ,f(sx)/.f( x is monotone for all sufficiently small ) 
x > 0. 
9: j’(x) is computable. 
C: The function y(x) such that J’(x) =.&) is monotone for all sufficiently small 
x > 0. 
Our result says that, if f(x) satisfies these six conditions Al-A4, B, C, then ,f(x) 
preserves malignness of universal distributions if and only if lim,,a y(x) < x and 
lim.l_O .f’(x)/x < X. 
This result implies that, for a rational number t > 0, .f(x) =x’ preserves malignness 
of universal distributions or does not according as t 3 1 or 0 < t < 1. For any universal 
distribution p(x) and t > 1, p(x)’ is not a universal distribution. Hence, such /i(x)’ is 
an example of malign functions that are not universal distributions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let N, Q, R denote the set of all natural numbers, the set of all rational numbers, 
and the set of all real numbers, respectively. For functions f(x),g(x) from a set to R, 
we write f’(x) < g(x) if there exists a positive constant c such that f(x)<cg(x) for 
any x, and write ,f(x) N g(x) if both of f’(x) < g(x), g(x) < f(x) hold. For a function 
,f(x) from R to R, we say that f(x) is increasing if x < x’ implies f(x) < ,f(x’) and 
j’(x) is decreasing if x <x’ implies S(x) >f(x’). We say that ,f(x) is monotone if it 
is either increasing or decreasing. 
Let bin denote the one-to-one, onto function from N to 1” such that 1 bin(n) is 
the binary representation of n + 1 for n E N. Thus, we have bin(O) = i (the empty bit 
string), bin(l)=O, bin(2)= 1, bin(3)=00, and so on. 
By a distribution, we mean a function p(x) from C* to R such that p(x) 20 for 
any x. We will use the letter A to denote an algorithm that accepts elements of C* as 
inputs and halts for all inputs. Let timeA denote the computation time of A for an 
input x. Let t?(n) denote the worst-case computation time of A for inputs of length n, 
that is, the value maxXEzli timeA( For a distribution p(x) such that p(P) > 0 for 
any n, let ti*,‘(“) (n) denote the average-case computation time of A for inputs of 
length n under the assumption that an input x of length n is given to A with the 
probability ,1(x)/~(P), that is, the value C,YEz(, (~(x)/~(C”)) timeA( (For a subset 
X of C*, by p(X) we denote CxEX p (x).) We say that a distribution /L(X) is malkgn 
if /i(Zn) > 0 for any n and fy(n) < tAa\““@) for any algorithm A. 
We say that a distribution b(x) is enumerable if there exists a recursive function 
,f‘(x, n) from C* x N to Q such that ,f(x, n) < f(x, n’) for n <n’ and lim,,, ,f‘(x, n) = 
p(x). We say that a distribution p(x) is unitlersal if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) o<I*(c*)<cc. 
(2) p(x) is enumerable. 
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(3) If p’(x) is an enumerable distribution such that 0 < $(C*) < cc then p’(x) < p(x). 
If ,u(x) and p’(x) are universal distributions, then obviously we have BEG’. 
It is well-known that universal distributions exist (see, for example, [3]). The result 
by Li and Vitanyi says that universal distributions are malign. 
Let f(x) be a function from R to R. For a malign distribution p(x), we say that 
f(x) preserves malignness of p(x) if f(p(x)) is also malign, and we say that f(x) 
preserves malignness of universal distributions if f(x) preserves malignness of any 
universal distribution p(x). 
We say that a function f(x) from R to R is computable if there is an algorithm 
that computes arbitrarily close approximations of the value f(x) when it is given 
as an input algorithm that computes arbitrarily close approximations of the value X. 
A more formal definition is as follows. Let 4;(n), 4’,(n), . . be an effective enumeration 
of all partial recursive functions from N to Q. We say that f(x) is computuble if there 
exists a partial recursive function g(i,n) from N x RJ to Q such that 
(YXE R)(ViE N)[(VnE N)[&(n) is defined and I$~(H) -xl<l/n] 
(V,n E N)[g(i,n) is defined and If(x) - g(i,n)l d l/n]], 
In the proofs of some results we need the notion of Kolmogorov complexity and 
another characterization of universal distributions. 
A subset X of C* is said to be prejx-jiee if there exist no X,JJ in C* such that 
x EX, xy EX, and x #xy. A partial function 4(x) from .Z* to C* is said to be 
prejix-free if its domain is prefix-free. Let C&(X), ~$1 (x), . . . be an effective enumera- 
tion of all prefix-free partial recursive functions from C* to C*. We may assume 
that there exists one prefix-free partial recursive function 4”(x) from C* to C” such 
that &(O’lx) = 4;(x) for any i,x. We call such 4”(x) a universal prefix-free partial 
recursive function. We fix one such partial function and denote it by 4”(x). 
Let K(x) be the function from C* to N defined by K(x) = min{ IyI ( y E C*, &(y) 
=x} and let i(x) be the function from C* to R defined by c(x) = C,{2-lvl / y E C”, 
&J(Y) =x>. (W e use the expression C,{F(x) / P(x)} to denote the sum of F(x) for 
all values of x that satisfy the condition P(x).) For these functions, we know that both 
of 2-K(X), j(x) are universal distributions, and hence F(x) E 2YK(‘). The value K(x) is 
usually called the Kolmogorov complexity of a bit string x. 
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that ,f(x) always denotes functions from 
R to R that satisfy the following four conditions: 
Al : f(0) = 0, .f(x) > 0 for x > 0, and limxio ,f(x) = 0. 
A2: f(x) is increasing for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
A3: .f(x)/x is monotone for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
A4: For any real parameter s > 0, f(sx)/f( x is monotone for all sufficiently small ) 
X > 0. 
Note that if f(x) satisfies these conditions then both of limX_a f(x)/x and limX_o 
f(sx)/J’(x) always exist (possibly cc). It is easy to show that h(s) = limX+a f(sx)/f(x) 
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has the following properties for s > 0: 
(1) h(s) is increasing. 
(2) h(l)= 1. 
(3) If 0 < h(s) < CC then h( l/s) = l/h(s). 
(4) h(s)=0 if and only if h( l/s)= 30. 
3. Basic results 
In this section we show three theorems. The first is useful for showing functions to 
preserve malignness of universal distributions. The second and the third are useful for 
showing functions not to preserve malignness of universal distributions. 
Theorem 1. If’ lim.,_o .f(sx)/,f(x) > 0 ,for un_y s > 0 (and hmcr 0 < lim,.-0 ,f’(sx),/ 
,f(x) < x ,fbr ~2~~ s > 0) and lim,, (1 ,f (x)/x < 3c then f(x) presrrcrs rnuli~pn~ss of 
uniwrsul distributions. 
Proof. Suppose that limX,o f(sx)/f(x) > 0 for any s > 0 and lim.r+0 .f’(x);i.u < X. 
We are assuming that f(x)/x is monotone for all sufficiently small x > 0. Hence there 
are three possibilities on the behavior of f(x)/x for small x > 0. 
( 1) ,f (x)/x is increasing. 
(2) ,f(x)/x is decreasing and 0 < lim,,0 .f (x)/k < cc. 
(3 ) ,f’(x)/.x is decreasing and lim,_o J’(x)/x = 0. 
However (3) is excluded because it implies that j”(x)=0 for all sufficiently small 
x > 0. 
First, we consider the case where ,f (x) satisfies (1). Let no (> 0) be a value such 
that ,f (x)/x is increasing in the interval (0, ao]. 
Note that, if x0,x,, . are nonnegative real numbers such that C, x, < ao then ,f’( C, x, ) 
> C, f(x,). This can be shown as follows. We may assume that each x, is positive 
because ,f(O) = 0. Then we have 
= c f (x* ). 
i 
Also note that ,f(x) is increasing in the interval (0, a~] because we have, for 0 < x < 
x’ <an, .f’(x) = (j-(x)/x)x d (f(x’)/x’)x’ = .f (x’). 
Let ,u(x) be an arbitrary universal distribution. We show that f(,n(x)) is malign. 
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Let A be an arbitrary algorithm that accepts elements of C* as inputs and halts for all 
inputs. For each n, let w(n) denote the smallest element in the set in {WE C” 1 timeA 
=t,““(n)} with respect to the lexicographical order. Let g(u) be the partial function 
defined by g(u)=w(l&(u)l). This g( ) u is a prefix-free partial recursive function, and 
hence there exists i such that g(u) = &(u). 
We have the following inequalities for all sufficiently large n. Here, cl,. . . , cs denote 
some appropriate positive constants. 
2 C2C3C5f 
( 
c {P(D) I 0 6 cn> 
L’ > 
3 c2c3cS c {f (p(O)) I u E cn> 
= C2C3C5ftd~“)). 
Note that the expression f (p(P)), for example, denotes C, {f (p(u)) I UEC”}, not 
f(x) with x=~(C”)=~,{~(U)IUEC”}. 
The justification of the first inequality f (p(w(n)))> f (qfi(w(n))) is as follows. 
We have P(x)<p(x) and hence there exists cr (>0) such that cr~(w(n))b~(w(n)). 
The function f(x) is increasing in (0, a~] and there are only a finite number of n such 
that p(w(n)) is not in (O,ao]. Hence we have f(clfi(w(n)))< f(p(w(n))) except a 
finite number of n. The justification of the second inequality f (qJ(w(n)))>c2 f (j2(w 
(n))) is as follows. Let c2 be the value (lim,,, f (qx)/f (x))/2. Then we have c2 > 0 
and f (qx) 2c2f(x) for all sufficiently small x > 0. Hence, we have J‘(clP(w(n))) 3 c2 f 
(fi(w(n))) for all sufficiently large n. We use similar arguments in deriving other in- 
equalities. 
The above inequalities might not be true for some finite number of n. However, 
for any M we have ,f’(,~(w(n))) >O. Hence there exists a positive constant c such that 
.f(~(w(n)))>,(~(~(~“)) for any 17. 
For each n we have $T”(r’(r)’ (n)/~j”“(~)~J’(~(~(~~)))lf’(~(~‘~))3~. Hence .f’(,Mx)) 
is malign. 
Next, consider the case where ,f(x) satisfies (2). In this case there exist positive 
constants dr , d? such that dlx < ,f(x) < dlx for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
The proof is almost the same except that we modify the estimation of lower bounds 
of .f‘(Ll(rv(n))) as follows: 
= c2c3c5d,(l/‘dz)C {d*p(u) 1 ~;EC”} 
2 ~2c3cid,(l,d2~f:{.1(11(‘-)))I:Flril} 
= c2c3c5d, (1 id2),f(/1(C”)). 0 
Theorem 2. Suppose thut ,f(x) sati.$es the condition: 
B: ,f(x) is computable. 
[f lim,.-0 ,f (.x)/.x =x then ,f (x) does not preserve malignness of’ any unioerstrl distri- 
bution. 
Proof. Let P(X) be an arbitrary universal distribution. We show that ,~(,D(x)) is not 
malign. Let k(x) be the function defined by k(x) = J’(x)/x. 
Let x be an arbitrary bit string of length n. We know that K(x)<n +K(bin(n))+cr 
and hence 2-K(r) 3 2-“12-n-K(bin(n)) f or some constant cr. The function 2PK(-‘) is enu- 
merable and /l(x) is a universal distribution. Hence there exists a constant c2 ( >O) such 
that P(x) 2 C22-K(-~) 2 2-c’ C22-n-K(bin(n)) and hence f(,~(x)) 3 ,f (2-“’ c22P- K(b’n(‘7))) =
2~“,c,2-“-K(bill(n))k(2-c,C22-,l~ 
‘. K(bin”‘))) if n is sufficiently large and hence p(x) is suf- 
ficiently small. 
There are 2” bit strings x of length n. Hence, if tz is sufficiently large then f’(~l( Z’l)) = 
C,,,~,,f(~~(x))~2-“~C22-K(bi~~(n))k(2-~~C22-”~K(bin(“))), 
Let tj be an arbitrary number. We know that K(O”)aK(bin(n)) + c3 and hence 
22K’0”) <2-C’2-K(bin(n)) for a constant c3. The function 2-‘(*) is a universal dis- 
tribution and ,u(x) is enumerable. Hence there exists a constant c4 (>O) such that 
p(on) <c42- K(O”) <2-~;~~2-K(bin(n)) and hence J’(~1(0”))~,f(2-“‘cq2- K(bin(r,))) = 2-~‘:<,~ 
yK(bin(n))k 2-mC42-K(bin(n)) 
( ) if n is sufficiently large and hence K(bin(n)) is suffi- 
ciently large. 
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Hence, if 12 is sufficiently large then we have 
with cg = 2P q, cg = 2-Cic4, c7 = cgjcg. 
We define a computable function e from N to N in the following way. Let s be 
a natural number and suppose that all of the values e(O), e( 1 ), . . . , e(s - 1) have been 
already determined. To compute the value e(s) we search for a natural number t such 
that 
c7 k(c022” ‘O& “) < A 
k(c52-‘) ’ S 
and t is different from any of e(O), e( l), . . . , e(s - 1). We are assuming that 0 <k(x), 
lim,,0 k(x) = cc, and that k(x) is computable. Hence there exist such t and we can 
find one of them by an algorithm. We define e(s) to be such t that is found first. 
The bit string bin(e(s)) can be computed by an algorithm from the bit string bin(s). 
Hence there exists a constant cs such that K(bin(e(s)))d 1.05 log, s + cs. Hence, for 
all sufficiently large s we have 
K(bin(e(s)))d 1.1 log, S, 
c7k(ch2-‘.“osq 1 
k(cs2-“‘“‘) G s 
There are infinitely many n such that n = e(s) for some s because e is a one-to-one 
function. Let n be one of such values that is sufficiently large. Then s such that e(s) = 12 
is also sufficiently large, and we have 
f MO”)) k(,62-K(biNn))) 
f (#NC”)) d C7k(C52-n-K(bin(n))) 
< C7k((.62-K(b1”(9 
\ 
k(c52-“) 
< c7 /qc02-1.’ log, “) 
\ 
k(Cg2-e’s’) 
Let A be an algorithm whose running time for an input x of length n is 2” or n* 
according as x = 0” or not. Then 
44 av’f(P(x))(n) ~ f(p(0”)) n2 1 ~2~ 
q”(n) f(p(‘P)) + 5 G s + 2” 
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The last value l/s + n*/2” can be arbitrarily small. Hence there cannot be a constant 
c (>O) such that ~‘f(r’(x))(~) act,““(n), and j”(p(x)) is not malign. 0 
By slightly modifying the proof of the above theorem, we can prove the following 
somewhat stronger form of the theorem: 
Suppose that ,functions f(x), k’(x), k”(x) satkfj the follo~z,iny t,co conditions: 
B’: 0 <k’(x) < f (x)/x < k”(x) for ull su$iciently small x > 0, and k’(x), k”(x) are 
computable. 
B”: limx_o k’(x)= w and k’(x), k”(x) are decreusiny for all sufjficiently smull 
x > 0. 
Then ,f(x) does not preserve malignness of any universal distribution. 
Later (in the proof of Theorem 4) this stronger form of the theorem will be used. 
Theorem 3. If there exists s > 0 such that lims_o f (sx)/f(x) = 0 then ,f(x) does not 
preserve malignness of some universal distributions. 
Proof. Let s > 0 be a value such that limX_o f (sx)/f (x) = 0. Let PI(X) be an arbitrary 
universal distribution. There exists a constant cl such that K( 1”) <K(O”)+cl for any n. 
Hence there exist positive constants Q, c3 such that pl( 1”) 3 ~‘2 -K(“) 3 2~’ I c2 2-K(“” ‘3 
22’~~2~3~t(O”) for any n. We may assume that ~2-“~~2~3 is a rational number. 
Let PI(X) be defined by 
1 ( l/(s2-c’c2c3))~I(x), x = l”, P*(X) = PI (xl, xf 1” 
for x of length n. Then p*(x) is a universal distribution because l/(~2F’~qc3) is a 
rational number, and we have pz( In) = ( l/(s2-‘I c~c~))~~(I”)>(~/s)PI(O”). We show 
that ~3(x) = ,f(uz(x)) is not malign. 
Let A be an algorithm whose computation time for an input x of length n is 2” or 
n2 according as x = 0” or not. Then we have t,““(n) = 2” and 
if n is sufficiently large. 
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Hence, for all sufficiently large IZ we have 
and the right-hand-side value of this inequality approaches 0 as n becomes large because 
(l/s),ui(O”) approaches 0. Hence, the distribution ~J(x) is not malign. 0 
Note that we did not prove the statement “f(x) does not preserve malignness of 
any universal distribution”. At present we do not know whether this statement is true 
or not. 
Now we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that f(x) satisfies the condition: 
B: f(x) is computable. 
Then f(x) preserves malignness of universal distributions {f and only if limX,O 
f(sx)/f(x) > 0 Jbr any s > 0 and lim,,0 f(x)/x < co. 
4. Classification of functions j”(x) =x@) with monotone g(x) 
In this section we assume that f(x) satisfies the following condition besides the 
conditions AllA4: 
C: The function g(x) such that f(x) =z&) is monotone for all sufficiently small 
x > 0. 
If f(x) satisfies this condition then lim .+0g(x) is defined (possibly -co or co). We 
are assuming that lim,Y,Of(x)=O. Hence there are three possibilities on the value of 
lim,0 g(x): 
Case 1: lim,,0 g(x) = oo; 
Case 2: 0 < limX+O g(x) < 00; 
Case 3: lim,,0 g(x) = 0 and limX_O g(x) log( l/x) = cc. 
When f(x) satisfies the condition C, we can replace the condition “lim,,0 f(sx)/ 
f(x) > 0 for any s > 0” in Corollary 1 with a simpler condition “lim,,0 g(x) < co”. 
To show this result we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If ,f(x) = _N) satisfies the condition C and t =lim,,0 g(x) < oo then 
limX_O f(sx)/f(x) = st fbr s > 0 (and hence 0 < lim,,0 ,f(sx)/,f(x) < c*9 for any 
s > 0). 
Proof. We have f(sx)/f(x) = s~(~“)xY(~~)~~(~) and limX,O sYtsx) = sf . Hence, it suffices 
to show limX_O x~(~~)-~(~) = 1, or equivalently limX+O (g(sx) - g(x)) log( l/x) = 0. Sup- 
pose that lim,,0 (g(sx) - g(x)) log( l/x) = 0 is not true for some s > 0. It is easy to 
show that s# 1. 
We are assuming that limX,O f(sx)/f(x) exists. Hence limX+O (g(sx)-g(x)) log( l/x) 
is defined (possibly -a, or co). Hence there is a positive value a such that either 
lim,_a (g(sx) - g(x)) log(l/x) 2-a or lims_a (g(sx) - q(x)) log( l/x) 6 - a. We consider 
the first case only. The proof for the second case is similar. 
There exists 0 <xg < 1 such that if 0 <X<XO then q(sx) - q(.u)3(u!2)/ log( 13). 
If 1 <s then we have 
~kvl) - S@o!~) 3 
a/2 
log(l~x~) + logs’ 
q(xois) - g(x0/s2) 3 
a/2 
log(l/X~) + 2logs’ 
~~(X”W ) - s(xols’) > log( l,xy+ i logs 
and, hence, 
and we have a contradiction --t = - lim,,, q(-uo/s’) 3 -y(x~) + lim,,, xi.=, (a:(2)! 
(log(l/X())+jlogs)=eC. 
If 0 < s < 1 then we have 
s(.w~) - &o) 3 
a;2 
log( 1 /x0 ). 
Y&O ) - s(m) 3 
ai2 
log( l/x0) + log( l/S)’ 
q(.s’xo) - y(s’+ ‘x0) 2 ai2 
log(l/xo)+(i- l)log(li.s) 
and, hence, 
and we have a contradiction t = Cm,,, q(s’xo)>~~(xo) + limi_X xiz6 (a/2)/(1og( 1,i.x~) 
+.jlog(l/s))=x. cl 
Lemma 2. Zf f(x) =.T&) sutisjies the condition C und limY_o g(x) = x then 
( 
0. O<S<l, 
4s) = l’t”a f(sx)l.f(x) = 1) s = 1, 
0, 1 <s 
(and hence there exists s > 0 such thut lirn,” .f(sx)if (x) = 0) 
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Proof. Suppose that limX_o y(x) = 00. It is obvious that h( 1) = 1. Let s be an arbitrary 
value such that 0 < s < 1. We are assuming that g(x) is monotone for all sufficiently 
small x > 0. Hence, g(x) is decreasing for all sufficiently small x > 0. We have 
lw(f(sx>/f(x)> =-dsx)log(Us) - (dsx) - Y(X)> lw(l/x) 
6 -g(sx) log(l/s) 
for all sufficiently small x > 0 and consequently limxio log(f(sx)/f(x)) = -m, and 
lim,,o f(sx)/f(x) = 0. The proof for the case 1 < s is similar. 0 
Corollary 2. Suppose that f(x) satisjies the following two conditions: 
B: f(x) is computable. 
C: The function g(x) such that f(x) =xS(*) is monotone for all suficiently small 
x > 0. 
Then f(x) preserves malignness of universal distributions if and only if limx_o g(x) 
< cc and limX+no f (x)/x < co. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 1, Lemmas 1,2. 0 
Lemma 3. Suppose that lim,,o f (x)/x = 0. Then, for any universal distribution u(x), 
f(u(x)) is not universal. 
Proof. Suppose that both of p(x), f (u(x)) are universal distributions. Then there exists 
a positive constant c such that cf (u(x)) > u(x) and hence f (u(x))/u(x) 3 l/c for any x. 
However, p(x) may be arbitrarily small and this contradicts limxio f (x)/x = 0. 0 
Now, using these results we classify fimctions f(x) that satisfy the condition C. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that f(x) satisjies the condition: 
C: The function g(x) such that f(x) =xY(~) is monotone for all su#kiently small 
x > 0. 
Let t denote lim,,o g(x) (possibly 00). 
( 1) rf t = cc (and hence lim,,a f (x)/x = 0) then f(x) does not preserve malignness 
of some universal distributions. 
(2) rf either 1 < t < cc (and hence lim,,o f (x)/x = 0) or t = 1 and lim,,o f (x)/ 
x = 0, then, for any universal distribution u(x), f (x) preserves malignness of u(x), and 
the resulting f (u(x)) is not universal. 
(3) If t = 1 and 0 < limX+o f (x)/x < cc then, for any universal distribution u(x), 
f(x) preserves malignness of u(x). Moreover, tf f (x) is computable then the resulting 
f (u(x)) is universal. 
(4) If either t = 1, limX_o f (x)/x = co and f(x) is computable or O< t < 1 (and 
hence limX_a f (x)/x = 00) then f(x) does not preserve malignness of any universal 
distribution. 
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Table I 
Summary of Theorem 4 
case t Preserve or not Resulting distribution 
(1) t=cx lim .f(x)jk = 0 ,/(x) ~iors not preserve 
malignness of SD~~ 
universal distributions 
I’(X ). 
(2) I <I<X lim f’(x)/x = 0 f(x) preserves malignness /(p(x)) is not universal. 
/=I lim f‘(x)/x = 0 of rrnJ’ universal 
(3) /=I 0 < lim ,f(x)k < w distribution p(s). f(p(x)) is universal. 
(4) t=l lim .f’(x)/x = 30 f’(x) does no/ preserve 
06f < I lim .f’(x)/x = 00 malignness of ~7) 
universal distribution 
j’(S). 
Proof. The results (1) (2) are immediate consequences of Lemmas 1-3, Theorems 1.3. 
The first case of the result (4) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
The proof of (3) is as follows. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, f(x) preserves 
malignness of universal distributions. Suppose that /i(x) is a universal distribution 
and that f(x) is computable. Then we can easily show that ,f(p(x)) is enumerable 
and 0 < ,f’&(Z*)). Hence, to show that .f(,~(x)) is universal, it suffices to show 
.f’(~(z* )) < m and P(X) 4 J‘@(x)). 
There are constants ci > 0, x0 > 0 such that ,f(x) <cix for any x in (0,x0] be- 
cause 0 < lim .,A .f(~)!x < x. Hence, we have J’(p(C* )) = C, {f(~(x)) 1 P(X) GXO} + 
c, I.f(a-)) Ix0 <P(X)) dQw*)+c, uu(x)) I- xo < p(x)}. The last value is finite 
because p(C*) < x and there are only finitely many values of x such that x0 < ,D(.x). 
Hence, we have f(,~(c*)) < CC. 
We also have ,u(.x) d (l/cl )J’@(x)) f or any x such that p(x) <x~~. Moreover, .f’(~l(x)) 
is always positive and there are only finitely many x such that x0 < p(x). Hence, there 
exists ~2 > 0 such that p(x) < CZ~(,U(X)) for any x. and hence p(x) < f@(x)). 
The proof of the second case of (4) is as follows. Let ti, t2 be rational constants 
such that tt <g(x) < t2 < 1 for all sufficiently small x > 0 (ti may be negative). Then, 
,f‘(x),k’(x) =x”-‘, k”(X) =x+1 satisfy the conditions B’,B” of the stronger form of 
Theorem 2 mentioned after the theorem. Hence ,f(x) does not preserve malignness of 
any universal distribution. Cl 
In Table I we summarize these results under the additional assumption that j’(x) 
satisfies the condition: 
B: -f(x) is computable. 
Corollary 3. For each t > 0 und each uniuevsal distribution p(x), p(x)’ is mulign or 
not uccording us 1 <t OY 0 -C t < 1. 
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Corollary 4. For each rutional t > 1 and each universal distribution p(x), p(x)’ is an 
enumerable malign distribution that is not universal. 
Thus far, we have assumed that f(x) > 0 for any x > 0. In the following theorem 
we allow f(x) GO for some x > 0. For such f(x), by the phrase “f(x) preserves 
malignness of universal distributions” we mean that f@(x)) is malign for any uni- 
versal distribution /L(X) such that f(x) > 0 for any x in the interval (0, a], where 
a = maxXEz* p(x). 
Theorem 5. If f(0) = 0, f(x) > 0 jbr all sufficiently small x > 0 and f(x) has a 
MacLaurin expansion w&h a non-zero radius of convergence, then f(x) preserves 
malignness of universal distributions. 
Proof. Suppose that f(x) has a MacLaurin expansion ao+alx+a2x2 +. . . with a non- 
zero radius of convergence. We have a0 = 0 because f(0) = 0. There exists m 3 1 such 
that a0 = al = . = a,_, = 0 and a, >0 because f(x) >O for all sufficiently small 
x > 0. It is easy to show that f(x) satisfies the conditions Al-A4, that limX_o f(sx)/ 
f(x) > 0 for each s > 0, and that lim,,o f (x)/x < 00. Hence f(x) preserves malign- 
ness of universal distributions by Theorem 1. 0 
The following are examples of functions mentioned in the above theorem. 
f(x) = ax (a > O), 
f(x)=x/(l -x)=x+x2+x3+..., 
,f(x)=e”- 1=x+x2/2+x3/6+.... 
f(x)= log(1 +x)=x -x2/2 +x3/3 - . . . . 
,f(x)= sinx=x-x3/6+x5/120-..., 
j-(x) = 1 - cosx =x2/2 - x4/24 + . ‘, 
f(x)= tanx=x+x3/3+... 
5. Universal distributions and strongly malign distributions 
One of the important problems concerning malignness is to understand the relation 
between universal distributions and malign distributions. In this section we discuss how 
our results are related to this problem. We started to study this problem in [l]. Here, 
we restate some notions and results from [l]. 
The first problem we considered in [I] was how to formalize the intuitive notion of 
“malignness”. 
The definition of malign distributions used in the present paper is the one used by 
Li and Vitanyi in [2]. However, the intuitive notion of “malignness” allows several 
variations for its formal definitions other than the one used here depending on the 
following factors: 
(1) to what resource we pay attention (computation time or computation space), 
(2) how we define the si~r of each input x (usually the size of an input x is determined 
by the algorithm that uses it, and in many cases the size is different from the length 
of .X as a bit string). 
Nevertheless, Li and Vitinyi’s result seems to hold for any of these variations if the 
variation is reasonable. In [l] we introduced the notion of strongly malign distributions 
as one candidate for notions that will capture all of the malignnesses represented by 
these variations. 
We say that a distribution p(x) is stronyly nzulkgn if it satisfies the following con- 
dition: 
(‘vfif; )( yffr)[ ,f,, ,f; are partial recursive functions from .Z* to PY and 
from W to C*, respectively 
=+ 
(!lc>O)(Y’n)[,f~(n) is defined =+ ~l(fz(n));‘~(f;~‘(n))~c]]. 
We assume that ~~(J;(~l))/~(fi_‘(n)) 3~ is true if p(,f,-l(n))=0 (that is, ,~(.fJn)).; 
/l(,f;-‘(n))>~’ is equivalent to p(f2(n))>cp(,f,-l(n))). This assumption also applies 
for other similar formulas. 
Intuitively, ,f;(n) is the bit string that satisfies some specification (such as “the worst- 
case input”) corresponding to a parameter (such as “size”) n and f,(x) is the value of 
the parameter of a bit string X. In [I], we proved the following implications: 
p(x) is universal q p(x) is strongly malign 3 ji(x) is malign. 
For almost all formal definitions of the intuitive notion of “malignness” we can select 
appropriate partial recursive functions ,fi, .fi so that the statement 
(3~.>0)(~/11)[f;(n) is defined =+ ~(.f2(n))l~l(,f’,~‘(n))ZL’] 
guarantees that ,u(x) is malign in that definition. Hence, we may say that the class 
of strongly malign distributions is included in the intersection of classes of malign 
distributions for all reasonable definitions of “malign” distributions. It is not possible 
to prove that the class is the intersection. However, we think that the notion of strongly 
malign distributions is important because it is a stable notion that implies all reasonable 
definitions of “malignness”. 
The second problem we considered in [l] was to show an example of enumerable 
strongly malign distributions that are not universal. There we showed an example that 
is essentially the same as ,$x)~. 
The third problem was to know what is the essential difference between univer- 
sal distributions and enumerable strongly malign distributions. As one answer to this 
problem, we showed the following two theorems. Let &(x), b’, (x), . be an effective 
enumeration of all partial recursive functions from C* to Z*. 
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Theorem 6. For a distribution p(x), the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p(x) is universal. 
(2) p(x) satis-es the conditions: 
(i) p(x) is enumerable. 
(ii) O<~(C*)<co. 
(iii) (3 > 0)( Yi)( Vx)[p(x)/p(+(-l(x)) >c,ii(bin(i))]. 
Theorem 7. For a distribution ,u(x), the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p(x) is strongly malign. 
(2) p(x) satisfies the conditions: 
(i) O<~(C*)<co. 
(ii) (‘Ji)(3c~0)(~x)[~(x)/~(~~~‘(x))3c] 
These two theorems show that, for enumerable distributions, the essential difference 
between universal distributions and strongly malign distributions is the uni- 
formity of lower bounds for ~(x)/,u(&‘(x)) (x E C* ). For a strongly malign distri- 
bution p(x), for each i there exists a positive constant ci such that ci is a lower bound 
for ~(x)/~(~~-’ (x)). However, if ,u(x) is universal then there exists a positive constant 
c that is independent of i such that we can use cfi(bin(i)) as the constant ci. In this 
case, we may say that we can select large lower bounds cfi(bin(i)) for simple pro- 
grams i (that is, programs i with large values of y(bin(i)), or equivalently, with small 
values of the Kolmogorov complexity K(bin(i))). 
Now we return to the discussion of how our results in this paper are related to the 
problem mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
We will show that malign distributions f@(x)) that are obtained from universal 
distributions p(x) by the use of Theorem 1 are strongly malign. This is shown by 
strengthening Theorem 1 in the following form. Here, the symbol (7 x) means “for 
almost all x”, that is, “for all x except a finite number of values of x”. 
Theorem 8. If h(s) = limX+c f(sx)/f(x) >O for any s > 0, limX+s f(x>/x < cc and 
p(x) is a universal distribution, then 
Proof. The proof is obtained by modifying the proof of Theorem 1. As was in that 
proof, we consider the two cases “f (x)/x is increasing”, “f (x)/x is decreasing and 
0 < lim,,c f (x)/x < 00” separately. 
First we consider the case where f(x)/x is increasing for all sufficiently small x > 0. 
Let k be a value such that &(uv)= #(&J”(V)), where @U(U)= bin(i). Note that this 
defines the value 4k(~v) unambiguously because 4”(x) is a prefix-free partial function. 
Let i be an arbitrary value. Then we have the following inequalities for almost all x 
(the set of x such that these inequalities are not true depends on i). Here cl,. . . , c4 are 
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appropriate positive constants that do not depend on i. 
.fMX)) 3 .f(QF(X)) 
2 ~2.fMx)) 
= C? f‘ -. 
i 
c {2-‘?‘I / 4”(y) =x} 
? ) 
3 c2 f c {2-““O4 / c$“( lkOuv) =x} 
11, c > 
3 L.1.f 
( 
2-k-’ c {2- IUi4’l ( &(U)=bin(i), &(@~(r))=x} 
u, L 
= C2.f 2-“-’ 
( ( 
C (2-I”’ ( 4”(u) = bin(i)} 
I, > 
x 
( { 
=$ T (24 1 &,(2;> = w} / It’ E c/q’(x) 
1~~ 
= C2.f 2 ( Pk-‘ii(bin(i)) C {p(w) 1 w E c/~~‘(xJ}) 
,1 
> C2f 
( 
2-k-’ csii(bin(i)) c {P(W) I w 5 4:-‘(x)> 
II ) 
3 w4f (ii(hin(i)) C {P(W) I w E &‘(x)l) 
II 
3 c2c4(1/2)h(~(bin(i))),f 
(, 
C {P(W) I w E &‘(x)) 
> 
3 c2c4(1/2)h(~(bin(i))) C ;;(P(w)) I w E 6:-‘(x)> 
M‘ 
= c2c4(1/2)h(fi(bin(i))).f(p(4;-1(x))). 
Next, we consider the case where f (x)/x is decreasing for all sufficiently small x > 0 
and 0-c limX+a f (x)/x -CM. There exists positive constants dl, d2 such that 
d,x < f (x) <d2x for all sufficiently small x>O. We have the following inequalities 
for almost all values of x. 
.fW)) 3 . ” 
3 c2c4(1/2)W(Wi)))f 
( 
c b(w) 1 w E 6’(x)> 
3 C2cq(lI2)d,h(li(bin(i))) gi,Nwl/ w E 4:-‘(x)> 
> 
= c~c4(1/2)d,(l,d2)h~~~bin~i~~~~ {&Aw) I w E 4:-‘(x)> 
3 CZcq(1/2)d,(lldz)h(ii(bin(i))) & {.f’Mw>> 1 WE 6’(x)> 
= c2c4(1,2)dl(l,d:)h(P(bin(i)))f~~~(~~-’(x))). 0 
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Corollary 5. If limX,O f(sx)/f(x) > 0 for uny s > 0, lim,,0 f(x)/x < 00 und p(x) is 
a universal distribution, then f (p(x)) is a strongly malign distribution. 
Proof. We show that f(p(x)) satisfies both of the conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 7. 
We can easily show (i) (that is, O<f(p(Z*))<co) (see the Proof of Theorem 4). To 
prove (ii), suppose that i is an arbitrary natural number. Note that h(F(bin(i))) = limx,a 
f(j_i(bin(i))x)/f(x) is finite and positive. Hence, by Theorem 8 there exists c’ > 0 such 
that f@(x)) >c’f(p(4:-l(x))) for almost all x. The value f@(x)) is positive for 
any x. Hence, we can select a sufficiently small c” >O such that f(p(x)) ~c”f(~(&’ 
(x))) for any x. 0 
Corollary 6. u f(x) =xs@) satisz$es the condition C, t = lim,,o g(x) < cc, lim,,o 
f (x)/x -=c cc and ,LL(X) is u universal distribution, then 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 8 and Lemma 1. 0 
Theorem 8 shows that strongly malign distributions f(p(x)) that are obtained from 
universal distributions p(x) by the use of Theorem 1 are similar to universal distribu- 
tions in that lower bounds ci for ,f(~(x))/f(~(~~-‘(x))) have some uniformity with 
respect to i, that is ci can be expressed as ch(F(bin(i))) with a positive constant c that 
is independent of i. However, here by “cl is a lower bound for f(,~(x))/f(~(&~(x)))” 
we should understand that ( yx)[ f(p(x))/f(p(4(-’ (x))) 3 c;], not (Vx)[ f@(x))/ 
f(y(&-‘(x)))>ci] as in Theorem 6. Ignoring this difference of (7x) and (t’x), for 
these distributions f@(x)) too we may say that we can select large lower bounds 
ch@(bin(i))) for simple programs i (note that h(s) is an increasing function). 
One of the interesting open problems is whether or not there exists an enumer- 
able strongly malign distribution that cannot be represented as f@(x)) with a univer- 
sal distribution ,u(x) and a computable function f(x) that satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1. 
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